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Abstract
We investigate and model pressure effects on the turbulent burning veloc-
ity over a wide range of pressures and turbulence intensities with the direct
numerical simulation (DNS) of statistically planar turbulent premixed flames
for lean hydrogen/air mixture. DNS results indicate that the stretch factor
has an impact on the turbulent burning velocity and flame surface area at el-
evated pressures. In particular, the enhanced stretch factor at high pressures
increases the ratio of turbulent and laminar burning velocities, diminish-
ing the “bending” effect. Based on a good consistency between turbulent
and laminar burning velocities with respect to flame stretch, a lookup table
formed by laminar flame data is employed to model the stretch factor in
turbulent flames at various pressures. A predictive model for the turbulent
burning velocity is then developed by combining sub models of the stretch
factor and flame surface area. The overall good agreement between model
predictions and DNS results demonstrates that the proposed model is able
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to quantitatively predict the turbulent burning velocity over a wide range of
pressures and turbulent intensities in homogeneous isotropic turbulence.
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1. Introduction
The turbulent burning velocity sT is one of the most important quantities
characterizing turbulent premixed combustion [1–3]. Extensive efforts have
been made to investigate the dependence of sT on various factors such as the
fuel composition and chemistry, turbulence intensity, and pressure.
Considering engine relevant conditions, the pressure influence on sT has
been widely reported in experimental works [4–10]. Most studies noticed
that the laminar burning velocity s0L of unstretched flames decreases with
pressure, whereas sT is insensitive to or even increased with pressure [7], so
the ratio sT/s
0
L rises with pressure. Another important observation is the
suppression of the “bending” effect [2] of sT/s
0
L at elevated pressures [4, 5].
These phenomena have been attributed to small-scale wrinkling of turbulent
flame surfaces [5, 11]. Various power laws and scaling methods [7, 10] have
been proposed to collapse sT curves with respect to pressure, but the pressure
effects on sT has not been clearly elucidated and quantitatively modeled.
The direct numerical simulation (DNS) is useful to interrogate detailed
information of turbulent combustion [12]. Eulerian [13, 14] and Lagrangian
[15] investigations have been employed to explain interactions between tur-
bulence and local flame speed, and to develop correlations between flame
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stretch and sT [16]. The bending curve has been reproduced by DNS [17, 18]
at 1 atm, confirming it is caused by the inhibited growth of flame areas.
In recent years, three-dimensional DNS of turbulent premixed flames at
elevated pressures were reported by several groups for practical interest [19–
22]. Savard et al. [19] studied pressure effects on complex fuels in engine
relevant conditions. By comparing turbulent flame statistics at 1 and 20 atm
with the same Karlovitz number, they argued that the flame area, rather
than the stretch factor, causes differences in sT for iso-octane. Wang et
al. [20] reported a series of DNS of lean methane/air turbulent flames with
various turbulence intensities at 20 atm, and also found that the flame area
is the dominant factor for sT . By contrast, some experimental studies [7,
23] indicated that the stretch sensitivity could be crucial for mixtures with
negative Markstein numbers.
A predictive model of sT is of practical interest for industrial design and
combustion modeling [1, 24]. A number of empirical models have been pro-
posed for sT [2, 3]. However, most of them are not validated over the wide
range of pressures and turbulence intensities, and the various power-law scal-
ings strongly depend on empirical parameters [2, 3]. Recently, You and
Yang [18] proposed a sT model based on Lagrangian statistics of propagat-
ing surfaces [25, 26]. By estimating the flame area with universal model
constants obtained from homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT), the model
successfully predicts sT/s
0
L for various fuels at 1 atm, but the constant s
0
L
used in the modeled area growth rate of flames limits its application to stan-
dard pressure.
In this work, we carry out a systematic DNS study of lean H2/air turbu-
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lent premixed flames at a wide range of pressures and turbulence intensities.
Statistics of sT and flame surface areas are investigated to gain insight of
underlying governing processes for the bending of sT . Effects of the flame
stretch on local flame propagation in turbulent flames are then analyzed
thoroughly over the wide range of parameters. According to the analysis,
we propose a new model for predicting sT , considering variations of both the
stretch factor and flame area with respect to pressure. Finally, the model is
validated by DNS results.
2. Simulation overview
2.1. DNS parameters
For the DNS of turbulent premixed flames, we consider the free propa-
gation of a statistical planar premixed flame along the streamwise direction
in statistically stationary HIT at a range of pressures p = 1, 2, 5, 10 atm.
The unburnt gas is a lean hydorgen/air mixture with the equivalence ratio
0.6 at the temperature Tu = 300 K. For each pressure, the thermal thickness
δ0L = (Tb−Tu)/|∇T |max, the laminar flame speed s
0
L, the displacement speed
s0d at the temperature T
F
peak corresponding to the peak fuel consumption rate
obtained in the freely propagating laminar flame, and the flame Reynolds
number ReF = s
0
Lδ
0
L/ν with the kinematic viscosity ν are listed in Table 1,
where Tb is the temperature of the burnt gas, |∇T |max denotes the maximum
temperature gradient in the laminar flame, and the superscript 0 denotes a
quantity in unstretched flames.
For each pressure, we conduct four DNS cases with a range of turbulence
intensities u′/s0L = 2, 5, 10, and 20 (i.e., in total of 16 DNS cases in the present
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Table 1: Parameters of unstretched laminar flames
p (atm) 1 2 5 10
δ0L (µm) 365.4 178.8 83.16 58.40
s0L (m/s) 0.833 0.646 0.410 0.240
s0d (m/s) 3.22 2.66 1.81 1.12
T Fpeak (K) 1294.0 1366.4 1471.3 1569.2
ReF 15.7 11.9 8.77 7.23
study). The parameters for combustion DNS are listed in Table 2, where u′
is the rms velocity fluctuation, and the ratio between turbulence integral
scale lt and flame thickness δ
0
L is kept as unity. Dimensionless numbers are
listed in Table 2. The Damko¨hler number Da = τe/τf = (lt/δ
0
L)(s
0
L/u
′) is
defined as the ratio of the integral timescale τe and the flame timescale τf .
The Karlovitz number Ka = (u′/s0L)
3
2 (δ0L/lt)
1
2 is defined with the dissipation
rate [14]. The turbulence Reynolds number Re = Re0ReF is linked with
Re0 = (u
′/s0L) (lt/δ
0
L) in the regime diagram. We remark that the definitions
of Da, Ka, and Re0 are independent of pressure, so the DNS cases with the
same u′/s0L but at different pressures are at the same point in the regime
diagram [1].
2.2. Numerical methods
The present DNS solves the low Mach number, variable density formula-
tion of transport equations for mass, momentum, species, and temperature
using the NGA code [27], with the Strang splitting applied for transport–
chemistry coupling [28]. For the transport part, equations are advanced by
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Table 2: Parameters of turbulent combustion DNS
u′/s0L 2 5 10 20
lt/δ
0
L 1 1 1 1
Re0 2 5 10 20
Da 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.05
Ka 2.828 11.18 31.62 89.44
an iterative semi-implicit Crank–Nicolson scheme [29]. A second-order cen-
tered, kinetic-energy conservative finite difference scheme is used for discretiz-
ing spatial derivatives in momentum equations, and a third-order bounded
QUICK scheme [30] is used for treating convection terms in scalar transport
equations of species mass fractions and temperature. The time integration of
chemical substep is performed by the stiff solver DVODE [31]. The detailed
nine-species H2/air mechanism [32] is employed, and molecular transport is
modeled with constant Lewis numbers for each species [33]. Each DNS case
is first run for at least 10τe to reach a statistically stationary state, and then
statistics are calculated over a period of at least 15τe.
The computational domain is a cuboid with sides Lx × Ly × Lz = 12L×
L × L and L = 5.3lt. This domain is discretized on uniform grid points
Nx × Ny × Nz = 12N × N × N . The numerical resolution in all the cases
is ensured to resolve the smallest turbulent and flame length scales by the
criterion kmaxη ≥ 1.5 [34] and a minimum of 24 grid points within a flame
thickness δ0L, respectively, where kmax = piN/L is the maximum wavenumber
magnitude in DNS of HIT and η is the Kolmogorov length scale. To meet the
criteria, we set N = 128 for all the cases listed in Table 2 except N = 256 for
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the case with u′/s0L = 20 and p = 1 atm. The timestep is controlled by the
CFL number less than 0.5. The computational domain has inflow and outflow
conditions in the streamwise x-direction, and periodic boundary conditions
are imposed in lateral y- and z-directions. The inflow is generated by a
separate DNS of non-reacting, statistically stationary HIT, and it is imposed
on the bulk inflow velocity in the x-direction. The flame is initialized by the
unstretched laminar flame solution, with the flame front laid in the middle of
the x-direction. A stable, linear velocity forcing [35] is adopted to maintain
the turbulent intensity from x = 0.5L to 9L along the streamwise direction.
The setup and accuracy of the DNS solver have been validated in Ref. [18].
3. Results and discussions
3.1. Turbulent burning velocity and flame area
We define the turbulent burning velocity by the consumption speed
sT =
1
ρuYF,uAL (t2 − t1)
∫ t2
t1
∫
Ω
−ω˙FdV dt (1)
where the subscript u is for unburnt conditions, AL = Ly × Lz is the lam-
inar flame area, t2 − t1 is the period for collecting statistics, ω˙F is the fuel
consumption rate, and Ω denotes the entire computational domain. The tur-
bulent flame area AT is evaluated at the isothermal surface of T = T
F
peak via
the marching cubes algorithm.
Figure 1 plots ratios of burning velocities and flame areas against u′/s0L for
different pressures. We observe the bending of sT/s
0
L for a range of pressures.
Meanwhile, the starting point of the bending occurs at larger u′/s0L with
the increase of pressure, from u′/s0L ≈ 5 for p = 1 atm to u
′/s0L ≈ 10 for
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Figure 1: Normalized turbulent burning velocities (solid symbols) and flame areas (open
symbols) at a range of pressures and turbulence intensities.
p = 10 atm. The diminished bending effect at elevated pressures was also
reported in experiments for various fuels [4, 5, 7]. On the other hand, the
bending of AT/AL appears to be consistent at different pressures. Thus the
turbulent burning velocity is significantly accelerated at high pressures, e.g.,
sT/s
0
L at 10 atm is about four times of that at 1 atm in the present flame
with u′/s0L = 20. By contrast, the variation of AT/AL with the pressure is
much less than that of sT/s
0
L, e.g., AT/AL at 10 atm is less than two times
of that at 1 atm for u′/s0L = 20.
Figure 2 depicts temperature contours at various pressures and u′/s0L =
10, and flame shapes appear to be similar. We also find that distributions
of the normalized mean curvature of flames are self-similar at different pres-
sures (not shown), as reported in previous studies [19, 21]. Additionally, the
temperature around the flame front at 10 atm is much higher than that at 1
atm.
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Figure 2: Temperature contours of the turbulent premixed flames at u′/s0
L
= 10 and
various pressures.
The Damkho¨ler assumption sT/sL ∼ AT/AL implies that the growth of
sT is primarily due to the enhancement of AT by straining motions in low-
intensity turbulence. The underlying assumption is that sL remains valid for
the local propagation speed of flame fronts, and typically is taken as s0L of
unstretched laminar flames. With the consumption-based definition [3], the
two ratios are linked by the stretch factor I0 = 〈sL〉/s
0
L [36] as
sT
s0L
= I0
AT
AL
, (2)
where 〈·〉 denotes the average over the turbulent flame front. This expression
distinguishes contributions to sT into the area ratio from turbulence effects
and the stretch factor due to the flame response under flow variations. There-
fore, Eq. (2) and the different bending trends of sT/s
0
L and AT/AL in Fig. 1
suggest that I0 should depend on both turbulent intensity and pressure.
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3.2. Stretch factor
The stretch factor is close to unity at standard pressure, but it can vary
at elevated pressures. Thus we study the effects of turbulence intensity and
pressure on I0 in detail, along with the investigation on flame stretching and
its influence on local flame speed.
The stretch factor
I0 =
〈sL〉
s0L
≈
〈sd〉
s0d
(3)
is estimated using the local displacement speed [15]
sd =
∇ · (λT )−
∑ns
i=1 cp,iji · ∇T + cpω˙T
ρcp|∇T |
(4)
calculated on the isothermal surface of T = T Fpeak, where λ is the thermal con-
ductivity, cp and cp,i are respectively heat capacities of mixture and species
i, ji is the diffusion flux of species i, ns is the number of species, and ω˙T is
the thermal production term. Then Eq. (2) is approximated by
sT
s0L
≈
〈sd〉
s0d
AT
AL
. (5)
To compare different stretch effects, the stretch Karlovitz number KaS =
KaT +KaC is decomposed into KaT = (δ
0
L/s
0
d)at for tangential straining and
KaC = (δ
0
L/s
0
d)sdκ for curvature stretch [16], where at = ∇ · u − nn :∇u
is the tangential strain rate, and κ = ∇ · n is the mean curvature with the
surface normal n = −∇T/|∇T |. All these quantities are first calculated in
Ω and then interpolated to the flame surface [13].
Figure 3 compares probability density functions (PDFs) of KaS, KaT,
KaC, and sd/s
0
d between pressures 1 atm and 10 atm with u
′/s0L = 2 and 10.
We observe that PDFs of both KaS and KaT in all the cases exhibit positive
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Figure 3: PDFs of the stretch-related Karlovitz numbers and local displacement speed at
various pressures and turbulent intensities.
means, whereas PDFs of KaC keep roughly symmetric with the zero mean.
Furthermore, PDFs of all the stretch-related Ka are widen with u′/s0L [19] and
pressure, and pressure effects on the PDFs become notable at high turbulence
intensities, consistent with the different bending trends of sT/s
0
L in Fig. 1.
It is clear that mean values of KaS and KaT increase with pressure for large
u′/s0L, whereas the increase is slight for small u
′/s0L. The PDFs in Fig. 3
indicate that KaT plays a dominant role in the positive stretching of turbulent
flames, and KaC mainly contributes to broadening distributions of KaS.
In Fig. 3d, PDFs of sd/s
0
d show pressure effects on the local flame prop-
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Figure 4: The stretch factor and its approximations in turbulent premixed flames and
counterflow laminar flames (solid lines with solid symbols: I0; dash-dotted lines with open
symbols: 〈sd〉/s
0
d
; dashed lines: sL/s
0
L
). Both I0 and 〈sd〉/s
0
d
are plotted with respect to
〈KaT〉, and sL/s
0
L
is plotted against KaT.
agation. At p = 1 atm, the distribution of sd/s
0
d is broadened with the
turbulence intensity. At p = 10 atm, we observe two peaks in the PDF of
sd/s
0
d for u
′/s0L = 2. The primary one is at sd/s
0
d ≈ 3, and the secondary one
is close to the peak at p = 1 atm around sd/s
0
d = 1.1. The two peaks are
gradually merged with increasing u′/s0L.
Figure 4 plots the stretch factor I0 = (sT/s
0
L) / (AT/AL) in Eq. (2) and
its approximation 〈sd〉/s
0
d in Eq. (3) with respect to 〈KaT〉 from combustion
DNS, and the normalized laminar flame speed sL/s
0
L against KaT from lam-
inar counterflow flames. The overall good agreement of 〈sd〉/s
0
d and I0 in all
the cases validates the approximation in Eq. (3).
In laminar counterflow flames, sL/s
0
L increases with stretching owing to
the negative Markstein number (Ma) for the lean H2/air mixture. With the
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increase of pressure, Ma decreases due to the higher activation energy and
Zel'dovich number. Extensive studies of laminar flames [37] have shown that
sL/s
0
L grows with KaT for weak and moderate stretch. Moreover, we observe
that the growth of sL/s
0
L is generally enhanced by pressure with negative Ma.
Similarly in all the turbulence cases, I0 and 〈sd〉/s
0
d also grow with pressure
and 〈KaT〉 which is proportional to the turbulence intensity. The consistency
between 〈sd〉/s
0
d and sL/s
0
L inspires us to model I0 in turbulent flames using
laminar flame results.
3.3. Modeling of sT at high pressures
We propose a predictive model for sT at a range of pressures and turbulent
intensities. Based on the validation of Eq. (5), the stretch factor and the
flame area ratio are modeled separately.
For modeling the stretch factor, Fig. 4 suggests the consistency of I0 and
the response of sL/s
0
L to stretch of laminar flames, so we estimate I0 using a
lookup table F formed by laminar flame data on sL/s
0
L versus KaT as
I0
(
u′
s0L
, p
)
=
sL
s0L
= F
(√
p
20p0
u′
s0L
)
, (6)
where an empirical relation KaT ≈ 〈KaT〉 ≈
√
p/20p0 (u
′/s0L) with p0 = 1
atm is employed for incorporating pressure effects.
For modeling the flame surface ratio, we extend the sT model for stan-
dard pressure to high pressures. The original model is given in Eq. (3.30) in
Ref. [18] with a detailed derivation based on Lagrangian statistics of propa-
gating surfaces, and it has been validated using combustion DNS with various
fuels at p = 1 atm.
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We extend this model by including the influence of I0 on AT/AL at high
pressures as
AT
AL
= exp
{
T ∗
∞
(
A+ Bs0L0I
2
0
) [
1− exp
(
−
C Re−1/4
T ∗
∞
(A+ Bs0L0I
2
0 )
u′
s0LI0
)]}
.
(7)
Here, universal model constants A = 0.317, B = 0.033, and T ∗
∞
= 5.5 for
turbulence effects are obtained from Lagrangian statistics of propagating or
material surfaces in non-reacting HIT, and s0L0 = s
0
L/sL,ref is a dimensionless
laminar flame speed normalized by a reference value sL,ref = 1 m/s. These
model constants are the same as those in the original model [18].
In the improved model in Eq. (7), the unstretched laminar flame speed in
the original one is replaced by s0LI0 with flame stretch effects. The adapted
model coefficient C = C0I0(u
′/s0L = 2, p) characterizes the combustion chem-
istry effect on the growth of sT/s
0
L in weak turbulence, where the constant
C0 = 2.5 is suggested for hydrogen fuels in Ref. [18], and I0(u
′/s0L = 2, p)
is used for recovering the linear growth of sT/s
0
L = I0 + C0(u
′/s0L) in weak
turbulence with u′/s0L < 2 from Taylor expansions of Eq. (7). Furthermore,
A + BsL in the original model approximates the growth rate of flame areas
under the assumption of the constant local flame speed. Considering the ef-
fect of flame stretch on the mean and variance of local flame speed in Fig. 3d,
sL is approximated by s
0
LI
2
0 here.
Finally, substituting Eqs. (6) and (7) and all the model coefficients into
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Eq. (2) yields the sT model including pressure effects as
sT
s0L
= F
(√
p
20p0
u′
s0L
)
×
exp
{(
1.742 + 0.182s0L0F
2
) [
1− exp
(
−
2.5F(
√
p/(5p0)) Re
−1/4
(1.742 + 0.182s0L0F
2)F
u′
s0L
)]}
.
(8)
We remark that Eq. (8) only depends on given flame/flow parameters, uni-
versal model constants, and laminar flame data, so it is a predictive model
of sT for turbulent premixed flames.
The sT model in Eq. (8) is validated by DNS results in Fig. 5. In gen-
eral, the present model shows quantitatively good predictions on important
phenomena in turbulent premixed flames at a broad range of turbulent inten-
sities and pressures. Around 1 atm, the model predicts the bending curve at
moderate and large u′/s0L. As the pressure increases, our model well captures
the rise of sT/s
0
L and the suppression of bending by accounting for pressure
effects.
4. Conclusions
We elucidate the pressure effects on sT and propose a predictive sT model
for turbulent premixed flames. First we carried out a series of DNS for lean
H2/air turbulent premixed flames in HIT at p = 1 to 10 atm and u
′/s0L = 2 to
20. The DNS results show bending curves of sT/s
0
L with respect to u
′/s0L. In
particular, sT/s
0
L for the same u
′/s0L increases with pressure, and the bending
is suppressed at elevated pressures.
We further demonstrate both the turbulent flame area and stretch factor
contribute to the rise of sT/s
0
L at elevated pressures for lean H2/air flames.
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Figure 5: Comparison of sT calculated from combustion DNS (symbols with error bars
for one standard deviation) and the proposed model Eq. (8) (lines) at various pressures.
The turbulent flame area has similar bending phenomena at various pres-
sures. The increased flame stretch sensitivity with pressure leads to the
growth of I0 at the high turbulence intensity and pressure. In addition, large
I0 enhances the growth of AT via the increase of the local flame speed.
From the analysis on DNS results, we extend the sT model for standard
pressure [18] to high pressures via modeled I0. We find that the variation of
I0 with 〈KaT〉 in turbulent premixed flames is similar to that of the laminar
flame speed with flame stretch, so a lookup table for modeling I0 is employed
using laminar flame data at different pressures. The flame area model based
on Lagrangian statistics of propagating surfaces is extended by incorporating
I0 for the increased mean and variance of the local flame speed at high
pressures.
Finally, we estimate sT/s
0
L as the product of modeled I0 and AT/AL. This
predictive sT model only depends on given flame and flow parameters, uni-
16
versal model constants, and laminar flame data. The comparison between
model predictions and DNS results shows overall good agreement, includ-
ing the bending trends, in all the DNS cases at a broad range of turbulent
intensities and pressures.
It is noted that the present study only considers the unburnt mixture with
negative Markstein numbers in HIT, and the unity ratio of the turbulence
length scale and flame thickness. In the future work, sT for different fuels
and flame geometries at elevated pressures will be investigated with further
validations of the proposed sT model.
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